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MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES
• existing models can be categorized into:
-numerical (FEM) models:
• Buonanno et al. : time consuming, B.C. must be fed into the code for thermal contact resistance -analytical models:
• • develop compact models for determining effective thermal conductivity that account for:
-roughness -gas rarefaction effect -contact load -gas temperature and pressure Packed Beds, IMECE 2004 , Nov. 13-19, 2004 , Anaheim, California, USA.
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REGULAR PACKED BED ARRANGMENTS
• solid fraction is defined 
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thermal joint resistance network components:
CONDUCTION THROUGH CONTACT SPOTS 
CONDUCTION IN BASIC CELLS
steps to determine the bed conductivity:
• calculate the relation between the apparent load and contact load
• break up the unit cell into contact regions
• calculate the thermal joint resistance of a contact region
• determine the effective conductivity 
